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Outline of the Workshop:

Part 1: Introduction to LaC and its place in the KS3 
English Language Curriculum 

What is LaC?; Why LaC?; LaC and interface between 
KS3 and SS; Cross-curricular collaboration: Why and 
how? 

Part 2:  Development of literacy skills to support 
students in learning across the curriculum

Introduction to stages in developing an LaC unit

Other LaC examples from schools 

Part 3:  Brainstorming ideas for LaC implementation



+
Part 1: Introduction to LaC and its place in the 

KS3 English Language Curriculum 



What is LaC?

enhancing both academic language 
awareness and academic content awareness.
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+ Why LaC?



+
Interface between KS3 and SS



+
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Cross-curricular 

collaboration: 

English 

Language and 

Science 
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(from: http://www.edb.gov.hk/en/curriculum-development/kla/science-edu/index.html ) 

http://www.edb.gov.hk/en/curriculum-development/kla/science-edu/index.html
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c.f. One of the two overall aims of the English 

Language Education curriculum:

“to enable every student to prepare for the changing 

socio-economic demands resulting from advances in 

information technology; these demands include the

interpretation, use and production of materials for 

pleasure, study and work in the

English medium”

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-

edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf


The PSHE KLA aims to enable students to:

- understand themselves, society and the world at large

- maintain a healthy personal development

- contribute to the well-being of the family, the local community, the 

nation and the world as confident, informed and responsible 

persons

(from: http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeID=2406&langno=1) 

c.f. The other overall aims of the English Language Education curriculum:

“to provide every student of English with further opportunities for extending their knowledge 

and experience of the cultures of other people as well as opportunities for personal and 

intellectual development, further studies, pleasure and work in the English medium”

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf

Cross-curricular collaboration: English Language and PSHE

http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeID=2406&langno=1
https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf


How to achieve cross-curricular collaboration:

Actual models in Hong Kong secondary schools

LAC at ‘curriculum-material-support level’

LAC at ‘demo-teaching level’

A ‘full LAC course’

LAC at ‘vocabulary level’

LAC at ‘project level’



Model 1



Other school-based KS3 LaC materials: Mathematics

Possible language foci:

- comparative adjectives

- more/less than

- noun phrase structures



Other school-based KS3 LaC materials: Science

Possible language foci:

- rhetorical structure of a story (story 

mountain)

- descriptive language (e.g. adjectives)

- direct and indirect speech



E.g. Timelines for recount 
texts: to show the 
chronological order of 
events & perhaps their 
relationship

Can be of different 
levels of “complexity” 
for students with 
different ability levels 

e.g. only time + events; 
time + events + 
description

e.g. fill in the blank 
activities; students’ 
creating their own 
timeline 

1890’s: Expansionist policy of the 

Meiji government1894-95: The Sino-Japanese War 

- Cause: Liuqiu Affair (1874) 

- Result: China was defeated; 

Japan’s international position 

was raised 

- BUT: Still unable to win 

equality with the West (e.g. 

1895: Triple Intervention) 

1904-05: The Russo-Japanese War 

- Cause: Rivalry in Korea & 

Manchuria

- Result: Russia was defeated; 

Japan’s could win equality with 

the West 
1914-18: The First World War 

- Result: Japan tool over 

German leasehold in 

Shandong and the German 

colonies in the north Pacific; 

forced China to accept the 

Twenty-one Demands

1919: The Paris Peace Conference

- Japan’s war-time gains in China 

and the north Pacific were 

confirmed; the Western Powers 

respected Japan’s opinions 

- Japan’s world power status was 

recognised
1921-22: The Washington 

Conference

- To discuss the problems 

brought by Japan’s expansion  

- Signed some important 

agreements and treaties 

related to Japan 

- Japan’s world power status 

was further strengthened 
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Other school-based KS3 LaC materials: PSHE

Possible language foci:

- passive voice

- cohesive devices (marking 

e.g. sequences, casual 

relationships etc.)



Model 2



Model 3



Model 4



Model 5



+
Part 2:  Development of literacy skills to 

support students in learning across the 

curriculum



Genre-based pedagogy and the Genre Egg Model
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(Adapted from Rose, D. (2010). Reading to learn: Teacher resource books, book 1, p. 8 . 

From http://www.readingtolearn.com.au/)

Curriculum Context
e.g. Science, Geography, Economics, English language arts 

Text Type
e.g. Procedurals, Information reports, Short stories

Paragraph / Sentences
Grammar & Rhetorical functions: 

e.g., Compare & Contrast;

Defining 

Words
Lexical Phrases

patterns within the sentence 

/ paragraph

patterns within 

the text

patterns within 

the word

Top-down

Bottom-upA Functional View of Language in 

Context (Rose, 2005)

http://www.readingtolearn.com.au/


Advantages of a genre-based approach to teaching 

reading and writing:
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It offers us a systematic and meaningful way to 
teach reading and/or writing.  

In particular, we can highlight:
What is the subject matter/curriculum 

context?
For example, “water cycle” in science,
A fable in English language arts 

Who are the target readers?
For example, an expert informing an expert-

to-be about a science concept (in textbooks)
E.g., Fable: adults telling children a story 

with a moral lesson for them to learn



Stage 1: Text selection and analysis

Task 1: Let’s try analysing the text on P.1 of the task sheet using the Genre Egg Model. 
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What can be other sources of texts for LaC? 

Layoffs loom amid 10,000 fewer takers for pay funds



Task 1 : Academic text analysis
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 Curriculum Context

 Text type and purpose

 Text structure

 Sentence patterns

 Words / lexical phrases

Unemployment/social problems (PSHE KLA); Percentage Change (Math KLA)

Information report; to give factual account on the topic and people’s viewpoints 

A range of past, present and future tenses for different timeframes; range of modals 

(e.g. will, cannot, could); hedging expressions (e.g. it appears that, it is expected that)

Action verbs (e.g. preserve, prevent, apply, lay off) and noun phrases (e.g. 

employers, employment, unemployment, tranche) , range of cohesive devices (e.g. in 

the first tranche & the first round of the wage scheme, he said/added that)

General (payoff expected following a drop in application for pay funds)

Specific (details of the drop, reason for the drop, prediction after the drop)



Stage 2: Leading in the topic

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6xb5GTuDEE

 Watch the above video and answer the following questions:

 (0:06) Where is Mr Goofy? Why is he there?

 (0:20) Can he get what he wants? Why?

 (0:47) What makes him hesitate in following the lady’s advice?

 (1:14) What will happen next?

 (2:02) How does Max (Mr Goofy’s son) feel? Why?

Possibility of using multimodal texts to introduce the topic of the reading text, and 

some lexical and grammatical items found in the text, i.e. using an everyday text to 

introduce an academic text

Possibility to also provide some opportunities for practising (higher order) reading 

strategies (e.g. inferencing, predicting) with the rich viual input?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6xb5GTuDEE


Stage 3: Detailed reading
 Let’s read the headline and the first part of the text together:



Sample detailed reading questions:

 ‘Layoffs’ means that people get…?

 Which word in the headline means ‘against the background of’?

 Which word in Line 1 means ‘part’? What does the adjective ‘latest’ suggest about the scheme?

 What does ‘industry’ in Line 4 mean? What is its relationship with ‘companies’ in Line 3? 



Why detailed reading?

- Fostering simultaneous global (for abstract ideas) and local 

(for specific concrete details) reading

- Space for open inquiry (vs closed questions in traditional 

reading comprehension exercises) for motivational purpose

- Higher order reading (i.e. reading between the lines, 

identifying semantic and syntactic clues for 

inferencing/interpreting etc.)

- Problem solving through identifying contextual clues for 

determining implicit meanings (e.g. the writer’s attitude)

- Potential for catering for learner diversity
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Stage 4: Designing reading tasks targeting the reading skills 

covered in the ELE KLA CG (Appendix 5)

 https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf

 Task 2 Reading comprehension

 1. Complete the following flow chart showing the analysts’ prediction:

 ELE KLA CG reading skills targeted:

No improvement 

in business
More people 

getting fired
?

Downsizing or 

closing of 

companies

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20KLACG_2017.pdf


Task 2 Reading Comprehension

 2. Complete the following table:

 ELE KLA CG reading skill targeted:

The Employment Support Scheme

First 

tranche

No. of applications from employers

No. of applications from the self-employed

Total no. of applications

Second 

tranche

No. of applications from employers

No. of applications from the self-employed

Total no. of applications

158,000

26,000

184,000

168,799

259,860

428,599



Task 2 Reading Comprehension

 3(i). How should Wellcome and ParknShop use the subsidy? 

 3(ii).Why would the government set such a requirement? / Why would the two supermarkets 

still apply for it?

 ELE KLA CG reading skills targeted:



Task 2 Reading Comprehension

 4. What is the writer’s attitude towards the Employment Support Scheme?

 ELE KLA CG reading skills targeted:



Stage 5: Reading to write

 Any ideas on using this text to promote higher order thinking skills and positive values?

 Writing task: Write a letter to the editor in response to the reading text. Use one of the following 

roles and express your views on the Employment Support Scheme.

 A government official

 The owner of a small bakery

 A tour guide from a big travel agent

 A customer of ParknShop

 What additional information about the scheme do you need to write the letter? Where can you get 

such information?

 ELE KLA CG writing skills:
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Stage 5: Reading to write

 Task 3: Brainstorm some ways to support your students in planning for content and language for 

the writing task.

 Content support:

 Language support:
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Internet research on the 

scheme’s background, 

purpose etc.?

Typical responses from 

some different stake-

holder groups ?

Discussion on the 

communicative purpose 

of the target genre (e.g. 

through reading some 

real letters to the 

editor)?

Introduction to the 

rhetorical structure of 

the target genre?

Analysis of the typical 

grammatical and lexical 

features of the target 

genre?

A graphic organiser (e.g. 

a mind map, concept 

map) guiding the 

students to organise

content and language in 

their writing ?

A writing frame for the 

weak students?



Reporting a real LaC case with the use of the 

previous reading text

School banding: Band 2

Level: Secondary 3

KLAs: English Language and Mathematics

Objectives: 

 (Math) To provide a meaningful context for engaging the 
students with  word problems in the topic ‘percentage and 
percentage change’ 

 (Eng) To provide training in reading skills



Reporting a real KS3 LaC case
Cycle 1:

 Text: Layoffs loom amid 10,000 few takers for pay funds 
(https://www.thestandard.com.hk/section-news/section/11/222947/Layoffs-loom-amid-10,000-fewer-takers-for-pay-

funds) 
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Objectives in English lesson: 

In the English lesson, a reading comprehension task was conducted to provide 

training in some reading strategies like identifying the gist of the text, and specific 

information and connections between ideas found in the text. The teacher also 

introduced some vocabulary items that would be included in the word problems in 

the subsequent Mathematics lesson. 

 

Objectives in mathematics lesson: 

In the Mathematics lesson, the same article was used to discuss the range of 

numerical values associated with some reported figures. Another focus was the 

formulation of inequalities from the content and how to solve them. There were 

relevant questions arising from the discussion in this article.  

https://www.thestandard.com.hk/section-news/section/11/222947/Layoffs-loom-amid-10,000-fewer-takers-for-pay-funds


Reporting a real KS3 LaC case
 Cycle 2: 

 Text: Hong Kong’s population will be a little smaller, a lot greyer by 2069, according to new 

government projections (https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/society/article/3100919/hong-kongs-

population-will-be-little-smaller-lot-greyer-2069) 
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Objectives in English lesson: 

In the English lesson of the second cycle, a similar reading comprehension task to the 

one used in the first cycle was set, with the reading strategies previously covered 

recycled and an addition of some more advanced strategies like inferencing and 

predicting development. The vocabulary explanation that the teacher provided also 

directly helped the students with comprehending the word problem texts in the 

Mathematics lesson to follow as well. 

 

Objectives in mathematics lesson: 

In this second cycle, the selected article provided more materials for developing 

skills and understanding in the mathematics lesson. The focus was put on the use of 

percentages in describing changes. The tasks were more elaborate with a variety of 

questions and expected forms of responses. In particular, descriptions about the 

trends in population following the computational work naturally linked to 

vocabulary and sentence forms introduced in the corresponding English lesson. 

https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/society/article/3100919/hong-kongs-population-will-be-little-smaller-lot-greyer-2069


+ Part 3: Brainstorming ideas for LaC

implementation

 Reflect on the LaC strategies introduced . Identify any that you think 

may be applicable in your teaching context.

Brainstorm some ways to build some LaC work in your context.

Share your ideas with a partner.

Give feedback to your partner’s sharing.



+ Resources recommendation for building LaC:


